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Executive summary
The background to this Work Package of the NEAR2050 was that current regulations restrict
developments within the rail sector. It is often the case that other industries power ahead with
new technologies often leaving the rail sector in the shadows.
From various expert interviews and workshops carried out over the course of this project it
was found that the result is a mixture of regulations sometimes being too strict and sometimes
not being strict enough leading to mixed results. Examples of these are given later in the
document.
Through interviews and workshops, it has been determined that the ongoing projects within
Shift2Rail are all highly relevant regarding what the current topics within the rail sector are,
and, where future developments are foreseen to lead to. It is clear that the results from these
will lead to and direct developments that can be brought forward in to the next round of
projects. It is clear that it should be stressed that all future projects build on the developments
obtained in these early stage projects (when relevant) so that maximum use is made of the
early stage developments, and that these developments are further tested.
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1 Introduction
1.1

Background NEAR2050

Over the next decades population will increase, cities will become megacities and sprawl to
unprecedented levels. The demographic changes that we are experiencing will continue and
will influence heavily on people’s mobility.
In order to cope with these changes, the current systems that are in place will have to be
changed. People will require a different mentality and will have to choose different means of
transport for their mobility. Passenger services will have to deal with increasing numbers of
people with specific mobility needs. The question is what means of transport will they choose?
What are the keys to attract more passengers to use the services? In terms of freight; how will
the needs of freight services change in the next decades? How can the existing freight services
change to suit the demands that these new urban conglomerations will place on them?
Whatever systems are put in place will have to cover aspects such as, efficiency, affordability,
quality, comfort, accessibility, punctuality and reliability, flexibility, information and value for
money. These long-term needs and expectations need to be analysed in order to get a better
understanding of them. However, it is equally important to analyse megatrends and future
scenarios as in these, passenger and rail freight will form the backbone of the transport system,
linking major urban hubs and feeding into multi-modal local transport networks.
The railway industry, one of the most long-term oriented industries existing, is now facing the
faster and faster life cycles of its most competitive transport mode, the road transportation
sector and its related technologies. The competitive situation of the rail industry is suffering
from its lack of flexibility and from the far better “client orientation” of other modes. To overcome
such a backlog the rail industry has to anticipate trends and developments at an earlier stage
and has to adjust its system accordingly.
Shift2Rail is the first European rail joint technology initiative to seek focused research and
innovation (R&I) and market-driven solutions by accelerating the integration of new and
advanced technologies into innovative rail product solutions. Shift2Rail will promote the
competitiveness of the European Rail Industry and will meet the changing EU transport needs.
The NEAR2050 project is aligned with the objectives of Shift2Rail and will ensure that the
results can be used in further research in this programme.
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The Shift2Rail initiative together with its Multi-Annual Action Plan (MAAP) is one major step in
this direction to meet customers’ requirements better and to adjust the railway transportation
service and product better to their needs.
This deliverable will look at current EU regulations relating to the rail sector and investigate
how the structure of these aid/hinder the introduction of new technologies and ideas.
Regulatory bottlenecks that exist relating to the process of preparing regulations along with the
updating processes and intervals will be assessed and methods as to how these can be
overcome will be suggested. The impact of the regulations thus far will be assessed. An
assessment of the new technologies being tested in line with the various technical
demonstrators will be made. This will include a technical assessment of the various
technologies to be tested, and what the cost effectiveness, added value, and sustainability of
these will be. The use of expertise within the consortium and expert interviews with external
parties will be used in order to form opinions on these topics.
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1.2

Document Structure

This document is laid out as follows:
Chapter 2 focuses on regulations within the EU and their impact on the development of new
technologies. This looks at the development of Technical Specifications for Interoperability and
how the roll-out of these has helped or hindered the new technologies. This is supported
through the use of various case studies.
Chapter 3 focuses on the projects that are currently being carried out under the name of
Shift2Rail. This includes a breakdown of the main project areas and how these are being
completed. The success or otherwise of these is supported with evidence obtained through
numerous expert interviews and workshops that were carried out over the course of the
NEAR2050 project.
In Chapter 4 conclusions and recommendations are put forward as to how the development
process can be improved and what changes can be made.
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2 Regulations and their impact on new developments
2.1

Objectives of European Rail Policy

The European Commission is quite clear in the objectives that they set for the European rail
network and what this network should achieve. Achieving these objectives will result in the
strengthening of the European rail sector and increase its competitiveness with road, air, and
waterways.
To achieve this, most efforts have been focused towards:
•
•
•

Opening the rail sector to competition in terms of passenger and freight transport,
Improving and supporting interoperability,
Further developing rail infrastructure with a focus on core corridors and cross border
links.

In order for the Commission to provide a common transport policy, it is necessary to harmonise
technical, administrative, and safety rules. Without this harmonisation, full interoperability that
allows seamless international transport will be difficult, if not impossible to achieve.
The commission has set a number of goals in its Transport 2050 Roadmap1. These include:
•
•
•

Completing a European high-speed rail network (Long-term 2050),
Tripling the length of the existing high-speed network (medium-term 2030)
Ensuring that the majority of medium distance passenger transport is carried out by rail
in 2050

The success of these objectives is no easy feat given the current state of the European rail
sector and the differences in standards that exist throughout it.

2.2

Introduction to DG MOVE

DG MOVE is the European Commission department responsible for EU policy on mobility and
transport. Its remit is to ensure efficient and sustainable mobility within a single European
transport area, to serve Europe's citizens and economy.
DG MOVE develops strategic policies for the transport sector; it monitors the implementation
of existing EU law and makes new legislative proposals; it encourages the exchange of best

1

White Paper: Roadmap to a Single European Transport Area – Towards a competitive and resource efficient
transport system, 2011
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practices. Its work is accompanied by financial support programmes, particularly for research
and innovation projects under Horizon 2020 and for co-financing investments in transport
infrastructure under the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF). The DG promotes policies
internationally and provides information to the public as well as to stakeholders. DG MOVE is
assisted in its work by the expert input from several European Agencies and two Joint
Undertakings, which it oversees: the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), the European
Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA), the European Railway Agency (ERA), Innovation and
Networks Executive Agency (INEA), and the SESAR (Single European Sky ATM Research)
Joint Undertaking and the Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking. DG MOVE has also built a strong
partnership with EUROCONTROL2 and is represented in the Management Board of the Fuel
Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking2.
DG MOVE is divided into the following directorates and responsibilities:

Table 1: Breakdown of DG MOVE Directorates

Directorate

Directorate A
Policy coordination

Unit

Responsible for

A1

Policy Coordination

A2

International Relations

A3

Economic Analysis & better regulation

A4

Legal issues & enforcement

A5

Security

B1
Directorate B

B2

Investment, innovative &
sustainable transport

B3

Directorate C
Land

2

B4

Transport networks
Transport investments
Innovation & research
Sustainable & intelligent transport

B5

Social aspects, passenger rights & equal
opportunities

C1

Road Transport

C2

Road Safety

C3

Single European Rail Area

Source: DG MOVE, 2016 Annual Activity Report
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C4

Rail Safety & Interoperability

D1

Maritime Transport & Logistics

D2

Maritime Safety

D3

Ports & Inland Navigation

E1

Aviation Policy

Directorate E

E2

Aviation Agreements

Aviation

E3

Single European Sky

E4

Aviation Safety

Directorate D
Waterborne

With regards to rail transport, Directorate C (Land) is the most important. The mission of this
directorate is to develop, promote and monitor policies for road and rail transport which
contribute to the political priorities of the European Commission. Within this Directorate, Unit
C3 and C4 are responsibility for the single European Railway Area and Rail Safety &
Interoperability. Unit C4 is responsible for leading communications and relations with Shift2Rail
and the ERA3.

2.3

Introduction to the ERA

To operate in the European railway sector the stakeholders have to fulfil the essential
requirements set out by various EU Directives and Regulations such as Safety Directives and
TSIs. These obligatory rules are directly linked with the technical developments as they set
obligations and limits for each sub systems of railways.
These regulations and norms have significantly changed since the 4th railway package was
published in 20164. The European Union Agency for Railways (ERA) which has overall

3

DG MOVE Mission Statement

4

The 4th Railway Package is a set of six legislative texts designed to complete the single market for Rail services.
These are comprised of a “Technical Pillar” and a “Market Pillar”. These six texts are:
1)

Regulation (EU) 2016/796 on the European Union Agency for Railways and repealing Regulation (EC)
n° 881/2004

2)

Directive (EU) 2016/797 on the interoperability of the rail system within the European Union (Recast of
Directive 2008/57/EC)

3)

Directive (EU) 2016/798 on railway safety (Recast of Directive 2004/49/EC)
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responsibility for developments in the European rail sector gained new roles that will
encourage and implement an increased level of safety while at the same time these should not
increase costs in the Union's railway sector.
As of now, the ERA is responsible for improving the competitive position of the railway sector
by:
•
•
•

improving the interoperability of the rail sector
developing a common approach to safety on the European railway system,
contributing to creating a Single European Railway Area without frontiers guaranteeing
a high level of safety.

In doing this the ERA will take on responsibility for issuing Safety Certificates and Safety
Authorisations, improving signalling systems i.e. overseeing the rollout of the European Rail
Traffic Management System (ERTMS), and importantly for NEAR2050, drawing up of
Technical Specifications for Interoperability (TSIs) and ensuring their equal application to the
European rail sector, and promote innovation and research in the railway field. With regards
to the use of TSIs, the ERA is also responsible for ensuring that they do not impede
technological innovation and that they should be directed towards improving economic
performance.

2.4

Challenges facing the European Railways

Major differences exist between national regulations, internal rules and technical specifications
applicable to rail systems, subsystems and components, since they incorporate techniques
that are specific to the national industries and lay down specific dimensions and devices as
well as special characteristics. That situation may prevent trains from running without
hindrance throughout the Union. Indeed, the experience of Railway Undertakings (RUs) with
operational rules suggest that the diversity and inconsistency of rules between countries and

4)

Regulation (EU) 2016/2338 amending Regulation (EU) 1370/2007, which deals with the award of public
service contracts for domestic passenger transport services by rail ('PSO Regulation')

5)

Directive 2016/2370/EU amending Directive 2012/34/EU, which deals with the opening of the market
of domestic passenger transport services by rail and the governance of the railway infrastructure
('Governance Directive')

6)

Regulation (EU) 2016/2337 repealing Regulation (EEC) 1192/69 on the normalisation of the accounts
of railway undertakings
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also between operations and technical rules for infrastructure and rolling stock are a huge
barrier to modal shift from road to rail, especially for ad-hoc services.
Numerous examples of these exist and highlight the issues that are encountered day to day
by RUs operating on the European rail network.

2.4.1

Electrical Systems

The first barrier that is often faced with regards to international and cross border transport is
the different electrification systems that are installed throughout Europe. While there are multisystem locomotives on the market that can traverse different systems and provide more
flexibility, these are expensive and for many operators cost prohibitive to buy and rent. In
addition to this, currently there is a limit as to how many systems one locomotive can be used
in, this is due to the space limitations on the locomotive itself and the inability to fit extra
systems into the space available. Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.
details some of the most commonly used voltages have been selected for European and
international standardisation.
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Figure 2-1: Some of the electrification systems in place within Europe

Another interoperability barrier may be represented by several types of pantographs in use
throughout Europe. Currently there are eight different pantographs in use within the European
market (Figure 2-2). This puts further limits on operations as only four pantographs can fit on
any one locomotive.
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Figure 2-2: Pantographs in use in the European rail network

2.4.2

Safety Systems

One of the biggest issues currently facing operators is the number of signalling and safety
systems in place within Europe. The effect that this has on rail operation as well as further
effects on costs is substantial. Within Europe, each country has between one and three train
protection systems. The roll-out of ERTMS has added a further system to the fray. The financial
burden of these different systems cannot be understated. In addition to requiring multi-system
locomotives, drivers who operate in multiple systems within their own country must also be
versed in operations in systems in the neighbouring systems. A driver travelling from Germany
to the Netherlands will potentially have to have knowledge of four systems plus ERTMS.
Additionally, all of these systems come with line side equipment that needs to be installed and
maintained, further adding to the lifetime costs of these systems.
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Figure 2-3: Train protection systems in place in Europe

Figure 2-4 details the safety systems that need to be in place on a train that is to operate from
the Netherlands to Italy. Due to the costs of outfitting a train to cross all the countries, a majority
of current operators will operate in only one or two of the countries with wagons being
transferred between them at border crossings. This too however leads to extra incurred costs
and potential further delays.

Figure 2-4: Cost imposition of fitting a train with suitable ATP systems
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2.4.3

Further system deviations

In addition to the electrical systems and safety systems as already mentioned, multiple
different standards can be found in other areas such as clearance profiles (five main types),
track gauge (four main types), and radio systems (4 main types).
All of the above issues relate only to infrastructure issues and the associated effects
locomotives. In addition to those, there is a whole host of issues relating to the manufacture of
locomotives and wagons. These include making sure that the parts used in the construction
are to a standard that can be used throughout Europe and is accepted by the various safety
authorities within each country.
Maintaining some degree of order with new developments, materials and techniques, is crucial
to ensure their roll-out across the European rail network. This had led to the formation of the
TSIs.

2.5

TSIs and interoperability

The TSI is an obligation for all structural subsystems in the EU Member States as it is stated
in the 2016/797 Interoperability Directive. This is a recast of the former Interoperability Directive
2008/57/EC which had been substantially amended several times where clarity in the current
versions were lacking.
The Interoperability Directive follows the principles of the “New Approach” directives. The
formulation of the New Approach directives is a push to encourage and develop the Single
Market. The success of the European standardisation system, in removing technical barriers
to trade, has played a vital role in ensuring the free movement of goods between Member
States.
In terms of the rail sector this approach can be more clearly seen in terms of:
•
•
•

“Legislative harmonisation” – this sets the essential requirements that products placed
on the Community market must meet, if they are to benefit from free movement within
the Community.
“Harmonisation standards” set out the technical specifications of the essential
requirements, however the application of these remains voluntary as the manufacturer
is free to apply any technical specifications that meet the requirements.
With that said, any products that are manufactured in compliance with the harmonised
standards benefit from a presumption of conformity with the corresponding essential
requirements.
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When more focus is put on the European rail sector, it raises complexity issues that do not
exist in many other industries. This includes the use of multiple integrated aspects across the
entirety of the EU. Due to the complexity of the rail system and of its integrated aspects
regarding the essential requirements, it was necessary to establish TSIs to ensure the
mandatory interoperability of the rail system.
The TSIs specify the “conditions to be met to achieve interoperability” and are to be considered
as a definition of the “optimal level of technical harmonisation”5.
With the Single European Railway Area there has always been a need to transition from a
system of old national regulations that are little influenced by their neighbouring countries, to
a system where the individual national regulations give way to an EU wide system which is
subject to EU rules.

Figure 2-5: Past system of National rules

Figure 2-6: Future system of European rules

The development of the TSIs, mean that there are specifications in place by which each
subsystem or part of a subsystem is covered in order to meet the essential requirement and
to ensure that both the high-speed and conventional rail systems within Europe remain
interoperable.
Within the Interoperability Directive, the system constituting the European rail system may be
broken down into the following subsystems, either:

5

Article 1 of the Interoperability Directive
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•

•

structural areas:
 infrastructure,
 energy,
 trackside control-command and signalling,
 on-board control-command and signalling,
 rolling stock; or
functional areas:
 operation and traffic management,
 maintenance,
 telematics applications for passenger and freight services.

With this background in place, TSIs have been designed that relate to numerous topics as
detailed in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2: Breakdown of TSIs and their coverage

Focus

Rolling Stock

Scope

Short Code

Locomotives and passenger rolling
stock

LOC & PAS TSI

Noise

NOI TSI

Wagons

WAG TSI

Infrastructure

INF TSI

Energy

ENE TSI

Control command and signalling

CCS TSI

Persons with reduced mobility

PRM TSI

Safety in railway tunnels

SRT TSI

Operation and traffic management

OPE TSI

Telematics applications for freight

TAF TSI

Fixed Installations

Common

Functional

Telematics applications for
passenger services

TAP TSI
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TSIs when in place can cover numerous parts of the railway system.
Table 2-3 highlights the coverage of these when they are further divided into High-Speed (HS)
and Conventional Rail (CR). Therefore, for a new product or system to come on the market it
must first go through a complete conformity assessment for each subsystem.
For example, a new product relating to rolling stock that is to come on the market must first
conform to RST TSI, WAG TSI, LOC & PAS TSI, and NOI TSI. This places a significant burden
upon manufacturers and in particular smaller manufacturers who wish to bring new products
or developments to the market.

Table 2-3: TSI Scope vs Subsystem6

Telematic Applications

Maintenance

Operation and
Traffic Management

Rolling Stock

CCS Trackside

CCS on Board

Energy

Subsystem

Infrastructure

Applicable TSIs

HS INF TSI
CR INF TSI
HS ENE TSI
CR ENE TSI
CCS TSI
HS RST TSI
CR WAG TSI
CR LOC&PAS TSI
RST NOI TSI
HS OPE TSI

6

Guide for the application of Technical Specifications for Interoperability (TSIs), ERA 2012.
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CR OPE TSI
TAF TSI
TAP TSI
HS&CR SRT TSI
HS&CR PRM TSI

Table 2-4: Application of each TSI in practice7

Upgrading of CR line
signalling system

Freight wagon

CR Passenger coach

CR Locomotive

HS Locomotive

CR Trainset for
occasional use on HS
lines

CR Trainset

HS Trainset

CR Non-electrified line

CR Electrified line

Case

HS Line

Applicable TSIs

HS INF TSI
CR INF TSI
HS ENE TSI
CR ENE TSI
CCS TSI
HS RST TSI
CR WAG TSI
CR LOC&PAS
TSI
RST NOI TSI
SRT TSI
HS&CR PRM TSI

The Interoperability Directive is especially aimed at forcing the technical development in all
railway subsystems, and while in many cases this functions quite well, there are still many
barriers to further developments. Examples of these are detailed in the following case studies.

7

Guide for the application of Technical Specifications for Interoperability (TSIs), ERA 2012.
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Case Study 1 – Registration of rolling stock

2.6

The first example of this can be found with regards to the rolling stock registration procedures.
While the technical requirements are well laid out in the respective TSIs, the main problems
with regards to putting new rolling stock into operation occur in particular at rolling stock
registration procedures.
Obtaining authorisation for railway vehicles can be a difficult procedure. Licensing of a new
train will take a minimum of one year but can often take longer e.g. in Germany this normally
takes around 1.5 years. This is somewhat mitigated in the case of a new entrant who wishes
to reuse and refurbish older rolling stock as in this case if there are no major structural changes
to an existing vehicle (such as static changes, axle load, with brakes or bogies) and a vehicle
has already an existing license, refurbishment does not lead to a new license being required.
Other experiences have shown that delays in procedures are incurred due to manufacturers
declaring rolling stock compatible with a national system when this is has turned out to be not
the case. In some cases, rolling stock indicated by the manufacturer as completely compatible
with the infrastructure was in fact fitted with different components (e.g. bogies, locks, brakes),
which has led to delays in receiving the required authorisations.
Add to this that the average time for authorisation of rolling stock varies across countries and
types of rolling stock. The average time for new freight wagon authorisations, as declared by
various National Safety Authorities (NSA) (ERA Interoperability report8) are:
•
•
•

UK: 10 to 20 days
Germany, Poland: 50 to 60 days
Spain: 90 days or more

This is also an area where rolling stock that were thought to be complete suffered problems.
In Germany alone, the following trains from the following manufacturers had issues receiving
authorisation:
•
•
•

8

E-Talent 2 from Bombardier,
Flirt from Stadler, and,
Coradia Lint/Continental from Alstom.

2011 ERA Biennial Report
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In some cases, these are failures in a part of the train, although in others they are more an
issue of formalities due to the high demand in terms of the level of details that are required.

Figure 2-7: Times for rolling stock approval

In this case the technical process is quite well defined but further delays and costs get brought
in through the follow up processes. There are many reasons for this but they range from being
as simple as misunderstandings to failing to comprehend the main target of the TSIs thereby
inducing failures from the design stage. This raises the question as to whether the TSIs are
fully understood and appreciated by all of the manufactures.
For bigger manufacturers and suppliers this should normally not be such an issue as they have
the manpower and funding to completely research new technologies and ideas and bring them
to full development. This is not so easy for smaller companies who do not have the same type
of financial support and as such it is possible that errors occur in the development processes
or, more particularly, adherence to the relevant TSIs inducing unnecessary delays in the
process.
This is not just limited to suppliers of parts for rolling stock but also for suppliers of all types of
products that are subject of the TSIs. That includes physical elements and those that are more
IT focused involving interfaces between digital systems.

2.7

Case Study 2 – ERTMS

The Agency is obliging the EU Member States to install and expand the ERTMS as a technical
development to improve safety, quality and interoperability as it is a part of 2016/798 Railway
Safety Directive:
“Train control and signalling systems play a critical role in ensuring railway
safety. In this regard, the deployment of the European Rail Traffic
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Management System (ERTMS) on the Union railway network constitutes an
important contribution to improving safety levels.”
However, there are still problems in convincing the operators and railway sector to equip their
rolling stock and infrastructure with ERTMS. As previously mentioned, the equipment costs
are very high and equipment manufacturers are rare (which means very long delivery time).
Since 2014 substantial amounts of funding have been made available for the development and
deployment of ERTMS from the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) “Transport Programme” and
Regional Funds (first CEF Call: €225 million, second CEF call: €400 million)9.
CEF Transport focuses on cross-border projects and projects aiming at removing bottlenecks
or bridging missing links in various sections of the Core Network and on the Comprehensive
Network, as well as for horizontal priorities such as traffic management systems. CEF
Transport also supports innovation in the transport system in order to improve the use of
infrastructure, reduce the environmental impact of transport, enhance energy efficiency and
increase safety. This is in line with the TEN-T policy objectives that foresee:
•
•

completion by 2030 of the Core Network, structured around nine multimodal Core
Network Corridors,
completion by 2050 of the Comprehensive Network in order to facilitate accessibility to
all European regions.

The total budget for CEF Transport is €24.05 billion for the period 2014-2020. INEA is
responsible for implementing €22.4 of the CEF Transport budget in the forms of grants during
the same period. The Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) for Transport is the funding instrument
to realise European transport infrastructure policy. It aims at supporting investments in building
new transport infrastructure in Europe or rehabilitating and upgrading the existing one.
The CEF funding has so far proven to be insufficient for driving further development and tests
for approval and implementation. There are incentives from different countries and the EU (as
detailed in the ERTMS Work Plan) to cut the equipment costs for the stakeholders. Further
plans have previously been put in place by e.g. the Austrian Ministry of Transport Innovation
and Technology and the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment with a view to
driving developments forward but with limited success.

9

ERTMS – Second Work Plan of the European Coordinator, 2016
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It is clear that a business case needs to be developed that will encourage private investment
for ERTMS whether through PPPs or some other form of investment platforms.
In spite of this ERTMS rollout has progressed well in some countries, notably:
•
•
•
•

Denmark which plans to have the entire mainline network operating ERTMS by 2023,
Belgium which has been steadily deploying ERTMS since 2009 and aims to cover the
Belgian rail network in its entirety,
the Netherlands which aim to have ERTMS rolled out on their busy routes by 2030
(although many routes are already outfitted e.g. Betuweroute, Havenspoorlijn, HSLZuid, and the Hanzelijn),
Italy and Spain have seen rollout on their respective high-speed lines,

However, in the background railways across Europe have struggled with the technology, the
operation, and the funding.

2.7.1

Advantages of ERTMS

ERTMS has clear future advantages. However, implementation is difficult and costly. A good
example of successful implementation in terms of how ERTMS can replace numerous legacy
systems is the high-speed line between France, Belgium and the Netherlands. In this case
ERTMS will reduce the number of signalling systems required to operate on this line from
seven to one. As a result of this, it will considerably reduce the infrastructure and maintenance
costs while at the same time increase safety, reliability, capacity and interoperability. This has
the further benefit of not only improving operations along the line for existing operators, but at
the same time reducing the initial costs for new entrants.
This also highlights where ERTMS helps in terms of border situations. Currently huge time is
lost due to changing locomotives at border stations. With ERTMS in place this problem is
solved (albeit that issues with power supply might still remain).
Additionally, ERTMS can potentially lead to fully Automatic Train Operation (ATO), or full
automation. This also falls in line with where current research, particularly under the banner of
S2R, is focused. While some tests have been carried out, full rollout of this is still at some
distance in the future.
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2.7.2

Problems with the rollout of ERTMS

With that said, problems still exist with ERTMS. As mentioned one of the main issues is the
financial cost and how that restricts development and implementation.
Secondly is the supply of the ETCS components (which together with GSM-R (Global System
for Mobile Communications – Railway) make up ERTMS). The costs for design, creation, and
installation of these components that are set by the manufacturers are very high. In addition to
this, regular software updates are needed. The regularity of these adds to the costs for the
Infrastructure Manager (IM) or RU that receives them. To date there have been huge issues
with regards to delivering and rolling out parts on time.
Thirdly, the costs related to receiving the relevant authorisations are very high regardless if
infrastructure or on-board equipment is taken into consideration.
Additionally, across Europe there are different versions of ERTMS being installed on networks
that are supplied by different manufacturers that are not so compatible with each other, even
though through the different levels of ERTMS there should be in-build backwards compatibility.
Further to this, there are also seemingly little thought about problems regarding the rollout of
ERTMS. One of these is the compatibility of maintenance rolling stock or the “yellow fleet” with
regards to ERTMS. Maintenance firms would obviously wish to keep a “go anywhere” mentality
for their fleets, however purchasing or retrofitting fleets to be ERTMS compliant is expensive
and not worthwhile for the relatively small amounts of track that are served with only ERTMS.
It is not absolutely necessary that maintenance vehicles are ERTMS ready as they can still run
on ERTMS enabled lines under restricted operations/speed, however this adds to the overall
costs and time required to carry out maintenance work.

2.8

Case Study 3 – GSM-R

GSM-R is a very good example of standardisation and rollout within the rail sector but has
already fallen a long way behind when compared to current communication standards and is
becoming obsolete.
As it stands GSM-R is a technology that is around 20 years old. As it based on 2G technology,
it has for the most part been completely superseded by new advances in many parts of the
world. Most providers in Europe are now offering 3G as standard with 4G and 4G LTE (Long
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Term Evolution) available in many cities and beyond. In addition to this, 5G is currently under
development which will see further speed increases.
The basic differences in these technologies can be summarised as follows:
Table 2-5: Difference between various communication generations

Technology
generation
1G
2G
3G
4G
4G LTE

5G

Main points
Simple telephone services without the possibility to transfer data
Digital services and signals. 2G offers up to 250Kbps while also
supports voice, text, and data services. Also offers data
encryption.
As above however with speeds between 200Kbps and 3Mbps
As above with speeds up to 100Mbps for mobile access and up
to 1Gbps for wireless access.
One of two standards offered within 4G (the other being
WiMax). 4G LTE specifies download speeds of up to 300Mbps
and upload speeds of 75Mbps.
Currently under development. Speeds could reach 35Gbps,
however this will be limited based on the number of users at any
one time. Tens of Mbps could be expected for thousands of
users with 100Mbps within cities and larger metropolitan areas.

One of the main issues with GSM-R is that the future support of this service is no longer
guaranteed in the long-term. In the UK for example, guarantees exist to ensure the supply of
equipment until 2025 however, after that commercial considerations will determine if the supply
will be extended10. The obsolescence of GSM-R will certainly result in higher costs for IM and
difficulties to provide long-term maintenance along with the uncertainty of what future systems
will need to be installed.
Discussions are ongoing, however the standard 2G network has been slated for shut-down in
many countries around the world:

10

ERTMS – A reality check, Rail Engineer UK, August 2015, https://www.railengineer.uk/2015/08/28/ertms-areality-check/
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Australia: various providers between 2016 and 2018,
New Zealand: one provider in 2018,
Singapore: various providers have already ceased services in 2017,
United States: Various networks between 2017 and 2020,
Switzerland: various providers between 2018 and 2021,
Netherlands: one provider by 2020.

In many of these cases the bandwidth that was once used by 2G will be repurposed for use
by newer generations e.g. 4G.
This leads to a similar problem that the rail sector has faced on many occasions. How will it
deal with rapidly advancing technology when roll-out of new initiatives is so slow? It is clear
that GSM-R will need to be replaced but what will be the new standard?
New systems such as LTE-R based on the above mentioned 4G technology is already being
tested and implemented in South Korea, however other railways are considering moving to 5G
technology which is still in development. This is an area of massive future development, which
S2R is a part of and which is being studied in current S2R projects.
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3 Shift2Rail’s new technologies
In order to drive the modal-shift of passengers and freight to rail, the improvements made by
the rail sector should lead to a relative improvement between the road and rail options. Since
developments in the rail sector occur over a long time it is not possible to compare the ‘future’
rail service levels with the ‘current’ road service levels since as technical advancements in the
road sector are being prepared and put in place in parallel. The uptake off innovations in the
road sector is fast amongst others due to the large market and consequently large investment
potential. The first semi-automatic passenger cars are already on the road and also successful
test for truck platooning have been carried out on European Roads. Similarly, for rail the first
pilots with automated locomotives are ongoing and therefor is keeping up the pace of
technological developments where amongst others also additional actions are organised by
S2R aiming for cross fertilisation of innovation by other sectors.
While automation forms a large proportion of the current research in the rail sector there are
numerous other areas of important research that are being carried out. Table 3-1 and Table
3-2 detail the current projects being carried out and funded for and by S2R as well as the main
groupings of these research activities. These groupings include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Passenger experience (including ticketing),
Automation/Train control systems/safety,
IT/Digitalisation/Cyber protection,
Noise,
Locomotive/Rolling Stock Design,
Operations/Running of longer trains/Infrastructure development,
Energy Use,
Asset Management,
Communications.

Based on the range of topics being covered, it is clear that at some stage during the
development of these projects, many of the TSIs mentioned in Table 2-2 and Table 2-3 will
have to be taken into consideration as they relate directly. This might well provide some
valuable insight into future TSI development. This is discussed further in the conclusions.
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Table 3-1: Ongoing technical research project under Shift2Rail’s umbrella11

Year

Project Abbreviation

2015

In2Rail
IT2Rail
Connecta
PINTA
Safe4Rail
X2Rail-1
VITE
CYRail
MISTRAL
In2Track
In2Smart
S-Code
ATTRACkTIVE
Co-Active

2015/2016

ST4RT
FFL4E
FR8Rail
ARCC
SMART
INNOWAG
DYNAFREIGHT
FINE 1
DESTINATE
OPEUS
Mat4Rail

2017

11

X2Rail-2

Full Title
Innovative Intelligent Rail
Information Technologies for Shift2Rail
CONtributing to Shift2Rail's NExt generation of high Capable
and safe TCMS and brAkes. Phase 1.
IP1 Traction TD1 and Brakes TD5 – Phase 1
SAFE architecture for Robust distributed Application Integration
in roLling stock
Start-up activities for Advanced Signalling and Automation
Systems
Virtualisation of the testing environment
Cybersecurity in the RAILway sector
Communication Systems for Next-generation Railways
Research into enhanced tracks, switches and structures
Intelligent Innovative Smart Maintenance of Assets by
integRated Technologies
Switch and Crossing Optimal Design and Evaluation
Advanced Travel Companion and Tracking Services
CO-modal journey re-ACcommodation on associated Travel
serVices
Semantic Transformations for Rail Transportation
Future Freight Loco for Europe
Development of Functional Requirements for Sustainable and
Attractive European Rail Freight
Automated Rail Cargo Consortium: Rail freight automation
research activities to boost levels of quality, efficiency and cost
effectiveness in all areas of rail freight operations
Smart Automation of Rail Transport
INNOvative monitoring and predictive maintenance solutions on
lightweight WAGon
Innovative technical solutions for improved train DYNAmics and
operation of longer FREIGHt Trains
Future Improvement for Energy and Noise
Decision supporting tools for implementation of cost-efficient
railway noise abatement measures
Modelling and strategies for the assessment and OPtimisation of
Energy USage aspects of rail innovation
Fire resistant composite materials and smart modular design
Enhancing railway signalling systems based on train satellite
positioning, on-board safe train integrity, formal methods

As per information available on the S2R website at the time of writing.
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ASTRail
EATHLON
Cohesive
My-Trac
CONNECTIV

approach and standard interfaces, enhancing Traffic
Management System functions
SAtellite-based Signalling and Automation SysTems on Railways
along with Formal Method and Moving Block validation
Energy harvesting for signalling & communications
COHErent Setup and Demonstration of Integrated Travel
SerVices
Smart technologies for improved travel companion and trip
tracking
Connecting and Analysing the Digital Transport Ecosystem

In2Rail
IT2Rail
Connecta
PINTA
Safe4Rail
X2Rail-1
VITE
CYRail
MISTRAL
In2Track
In2Smart
S-Code
ATTRACkTIVE
Co-Active
ST4RT
FFL4E
FR8Rail
ARCC
SMART
INNOWAG
DYNAFREIGHT
FINE 1
DESTINATE
OPEUS
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Communications

Asset
Management

Energy Use

Operations/
Longer Trains/
Infrastructure
development

Locomotive /
Rolling stock
design

Noise

IT/ Digitalisation/
Cyber protection

Automation/ Train
control
systems/Safety

Project Abbreviation

Passenger
experience (incl.
Ticketing)

Table 3-2: Ongoing technical research project under Shift2Rail’s umbrella

Mat4Rail
X2Rail-2
ASTRail
EATHLON
Cohesive
My-Trac
CONNECTIVE

3.1

Current opinions on the main project areas

Through numerous workshops, expert interviews, and current affairs the relevance of the
various project areas was investigated. While interview partners often came from a particular
background, they were often able to offer input on numerous topics that fall outside their direct
area of expertise. Based on the information available12 for the various projects on the S2R
website and CORDIS and comparison has been made regarding the direction in which they
are going against the opinions of the various experts. This will look particularly are areas of
overlap and where the projects are going in the right direction but also at areas that came up
in discussion that are not covered by the various projects and that may provide input for future
projects.

3.1.1

Passenger experience (including ticketing),

Interviews and research carried out over the course of NEAR2050 show that passenger
experience is becoming more and more important. Passengers expect a certain level of service
when using public transport and this is not just limited in terms of punctuality of the service or
the number of seats available.

12

Available at the time of writing (September/October 2017).
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Longer Trains/
Infrastructure
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Rolling stock
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IT/ Digitalisation/
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Project Abbreviation

Passenger
experience (incl.
Ticketing)
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What is becoming just as important, is the services that are available to the passengers. When
planning a journey, passengers expect to be able to get all of their information in a single
location, whether this be through a smartphone app or a website. When this is carried out
correctly and in an accessible manner, it has the potential to open up public transport to a
wider spectrum of the population including those that would not often use public transport due
to accessibility issues or difficulties with wayfinding etc.
While in many cases obtaining correct information is currently possible for the long-haul part
of a journey, it often falls short when the local transport needs to be taken into account. An
additional part of this, and one that goes hand in hand with it is the ability to book tickets for
the entire journey at one point of sale. Again, while it is often possible to book long-haul
domestic services, the ability to book local services at the beginning and end of the main
journey is often lacking. His is often compounded by the lack of ability to book international
train tickets. This is however slowly changing with new websites catering to booking trains for
international traffic e.g. Loco2.com and trainline.eu. These developments will have to of course
take into account the ongoing trends and development of tariffing options etc.
Further issues that came up during the interviews is the notion of ‘on-board entertainment’ that
can be offered to passengers. Passengers are now expecting to have WIFI connectivity on
board their trains and this in many cases has been rolled out over the past number of years
throughout Europe.
Germany’s ICE services have rolled out reliable WIFI services in both the first and second
classes, similar is available on RegioJets services in Czech Republic and Slovakia, many
services in the Netherlands, and Thalys services serving Germany-Belgium-France and the
Netherlands-Belgium-France. Where this has not been seen is on many TGV services in
France showing the gulf between services that are offered on the European market.
This ‘on-board entertainment’ has now been brought even further by for example Deutsche
Bahn. On board the ICE services, they together with MaxDome are offering free (depending
on the package chosen) on-demand movies and TV series. This is operated through the
onboard WIFI and as such saves the passenger their bandwidth which in many cases is still
limited by the various providers.
This is a further step in offering passengers what they want to have however to date this is still
not being rolled out on very many services throughout Europe.
Through the S2R projects ATTRACkTIVE and CO-ACTIVE the issue of ticket booking and
journey planning is being tackled and solid plans have in place with regards as to how to bring
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this development forward. Unfortunately, no public deliverables are available on either the S2R
or CORDIS websites so an assessment as to how these projects are developing has still to be
made. It is clear however that the focus on the passenger experience is absolutely an ongoing
concern and the results from these projects, if successful, will lead to valuable insights in the
design of future systems that provide seamless connectivity.
The question of providing on-board entertainment remains open. This is often down to the
individual operators however the roll-out of this will be aided if the background technology is
already in place and available for use.

3.1.2

Automation/Train control systems/safety

The safety standards associated with rail transport (regardless if it is passenger or fright) are
much higher when compared to the road sector. This is understandable when a simple risk
versus consequence assessment is made. Simply put, while the risk of an accident in the rail
sector is many times lower than in the road sector, the consequences of that accident will also
be many times worse – whether that be through number of dead and injured or through the
potential environmental damage resulting from an incident with a freight train.
Automation is one of the current trends most talked about, however to date, automated
vehicles within the rail sector are limited to a small percentage of metro lines dotted throughout
the world. These are closed systems with relatively low interactions with the public. In long
distance rail transport (regardless if it is passenger or freight) it is not the case that interactions
with the public are limited. In this case trains are travelling in most cases faster than metros,
have to contend with people standing on station platforms as they pass through at speed, level
crossings – sometime manned, sometimes unmanned etc. While in these cases it often makes
no difference whether a train is manned or unmanned, in the public perspective it is always
safer to ‘have someone in control’.
This is not an area in which policy from the EU can make a difference and requires more of a
change of mindset from the public. With the advent of automated cars over the coming decades
this will be helped as they become more common.
Automation will certainly bring many advantages including lower operating costs, probably
higher safety, better reliability, a higher level of efficiency, and be more environmentally
friendly. A simple example of the advantages that automation can bring is as follows.
A current problem with operating trains in Europe is the difference in languages at borders.
Automation has the ability to aid and relieve this. While in 2050 the standard language of the
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European railways is expected to be English (similar to the aviation industry), this will become
less important as automation will carry out and simplify tasks.

For automation to be feasible in any manner, there has to be significant advancements made
in train control systems and the associated safety systems. For automation to be a success
and be possible to be rolled out with safe operations, train control and safety systems will need
to work in conjunction with automated systems. Of course, any advances made in these areas
will need to be compatible with ETCS and ERTMS that are already in the process of being
rolled out.
A starting point for the rollout of automated trains for freight is already being investigated within
marshalling yards to carry out shunting operations. Here the risk to the public is reduced and
the complexity of some of these yards lends itself well to testing new systems. Full
development of these is however, some way off as the tracking systems and other systems
needed to be in place to help advance this is still under development.
The S2R projects Connecta, Safe4Rail, X2Rail-1, ARCC, SMART, X2Rail-2, and ASTRail are
all dealing with automation, train control systems, and safety in some way or another. This
includes assessing different industries and taking inspiration and ideas that work in these
sectors and introducing them into the rail sector. This includes adopting ‘drive-by-wire’ systems
(similar to what has existed in the aviation industry for years) and using these to implement
break-by-wire and similar systems. The benefits of this can be seen in the manufacturing costs
and complexity that would be replaced by a digital system, however this comes at the cost of
increased technical difficulties which all need to be assessed before going into full use. The
compatibility of these ‘drive-by-wire’ systems to the relevant TSIs also needs to be assessed.
It will be interesting to see if the current TSIs restrict or prevent the use of such systems.
The ongoing projects also focus on the development of the next generation of traffic
management systems with a view to increasing capacity through the use of improved and more
widespread Moving Block systems. This in the case of some of the research being carried out
is be undertaken through the use of satellite tracking.
What is seen as an upside and an indication as to what will be the success of S2R is that these
projects are assessing and using ideas and results that have come from the previous S2R
Lighthouse projects. This highlights the importance of collaboration agreements between
projects and the importance of publishing the project results in an open forum.
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This is an exciting area of development with wide ranging possibilities. There are obvious cost
and safety benefits associated with these projects however it is still too early to say what the
extent of these will be. It is hoped that nearer the end of these projects’ life-time financial plans
and indications as to the cost savings achievable will be put forward for comparison. This will
also provide a basis for choosing which of the solutions will be more beneficial to bring forward
if numerous beneficial ideas are forthcoming from these projects.
It is clear that with these developments the rail sector as a whole is going down new paths and
that a constant assessment of the current EU policies is needed to ensure that these
developments are being supported. In addition, new policies that focuses funding on these
developments and advances in these areas would be welcomed by the industry.

3.1.3

IT/Digitalisation/Cyber protection

IT, digitalisation, and cyber protection become a more pressing topic as the months pass. In
terms of future developments, they also provide an almost overarching topic that touches on
nearly every topic currently being studied by S2R.
Over the course of NEAR2050, the interviews and research carried out as part of the project
indicates again that in the future there will be much more interdependencies and interaction
between digital systems. This covers the full spectrum of systems in place within the rail sector.
This includes journey planners, train control systems, safety systems, information systems onboard trains and within stations, operations within terminals, the interface between terminals
and the surrounding networks etc. Further digitalisation can be seen in the construction of
wagons, locomotives, and infrastructure with smart wagons, drive-by-wire locomotives and
infrastructure that are being built with ever more sensors and detectors.
It is refreshing to see that under the S2R projects these topics are being taken seriously with
CYRail and CONNECTIVE dedicated to developing tools to foster the digital transformation of
rail and the associated cyber protection systems that go hand in hand with that.
These types of projects are of vital importance as in line with recent events it must be ensured
that the IT systems in place are properly protected with suitable redundancies and fall-back
systems in place. Owing to the already mentioned interrelationship between the various
systems it is critical that commercial data remains secure passenger data remains secure,
safety critical data remains secure, and systems that enable the smooth running of the
European rail sector remain secure.
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In 2017 alone there have been numerous examples of cyber-attacks against poorly protected
IT systems that have caused havoc and cover a wide range of targets. Examples of these
include the WannaCry attack in May that caused huge disruption to the National Health Service
in the UK making many hospitals almost unusable for a time, in June a similar attach in which
Ukrainian infrastructure and their utilities were attacked, and the Equifax data breach where
the names, social security numbers, birth dates and addresses for some 143 million Americans
were stolen.
It is naïve to think that if the European rail system goes digital that it will be immune to these
attacks however the correct ground work need to be put in place at the research and
development stage so that attacks such as these can be avoided or their affects limited. As
mentioned previously this needs to include the provision of suitable back-up systems so that
the entirety of a rail system is not affected and that the problems can be isolated.

3.1.4

Noise

Noise sources in the rail sector are primarily as a result of the interaction of the wheels of a
locomotive or wagon and the rails. An ongoing concern for all stakeholders in the rail sector is
environmental concerns, with special attention given to noise and the reduction thereof. At the
moment, when special measures are introduced to reduce noise, a high chance exists that
problems will develop or be increased elsewhere. An example of this is as follows; a study
carried out on the Rhine-Alpine Core Corridor13 has shown that a reduction in the speed of
freight traffic from 100km/h to 70km/h can result in a reduction of noise by up to 3.4dB. The
issues that can be raised with this are numerous.
Firstly, the reduction in speed leads only to a small reduction in noticeable noise levels (only
reductions in excess of 3dB are noticeable). Secondly, in the investigated areas the reduction
in speed leads to a 24% increase in transit times and a loss of overnight capacity of 20%.
When expanded to the entire German network these changes result in 12% less slots, an
increase in transit time of 12%, and a 10% increase in costs for the rail sector of €400 million.
This offers an example of a situation where detailed thought and consideration needs to be
given to decisions that can have far reaching consequences, however to date, the most

13

VIA Consulting & Development GmbH, Railistics GmbH 2014.
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effective method of reducing noise levels is by reducing the speed of trains. As mentioned, the
knock-on effects in terms of capacity loss, increases in transit times and operating costs all
have wide-ranging impacts.
With the relatively recent advent of silent brakes and brake shoes on wagons made from
composite materials there is further ways of reducing noise (in terms of braking, not in general
running), that do not lead to capacity and transit time issue. There is however a cost with fitting
these brakes to all wagons operating in Europe. Financial incentives exist, such as lower track
access fees when the train operating on the line is fitted with silent brakes however this can
only go so far, is not applicable in every country and can only offset the initial cost by a certain
amount.
This is a topic that deserves more attention and research and in the overall direction of the
railways in Europe is more of a standalone project when compared to topics such as
digitalisation and energy use.
The other side of this is the effect of noise (and vibration as both are closely related) on
passengers on board trains. As part of S2R, research into this topic is being carried out by the
FINE1 and DESTINATE projects with a focus on the development of simulation and
visualisation methods for use during the design stages of rolling stock. This is absolutely vital
if the rail sector is going to be successful in offering passengers an attractive service as the
ride comfort needs to be at a high level. Trains need to offer passengers a place where they
can work, socialise, and use media devices in comfort and without distraction.
The general consensus coming from interview partners over the course of NEAR2050 is that
new trains need to be and will be much quieter than today’s trains. The current noise discussion
in some countries like Germany will extend to all parts of Europe by 2030 at the latest and this
is something that needs to be tackled as soon as possible if public opinion is to stay in favour
of rail. If the public needs to enforce noise reduction measures, this will delay positive
developments for rail.

3.1.5

Locomotive/Rolling Stock Design

The future design of locomotives and rolling stock – whether for passenger transport or freight
– will be one of the main areas of advancements over the next decades. Passenger experience
has already been discussed, where passengers will demand more from their environment
when travelling by rail. Add to this that rolling stock will get ‘smarter’. It is expected that a whole
new array of smart devices will be deployed on rolling stock and in dispatching centres. This
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will be supported by a new level of sensor technology will be implemented. It is expected that
the vast majority of these will be on board trains with only few on the tracks themselves. It will
only be with the full roll-out and implementation of these sensors that the topic of Big Data will
come into relevance and only then will it have any real positive effect on the rail sector. This is
from both a passenger and freight point of view.
It is expected that rolling stock for freight will have achieved new technological level between
2030 and 2050. The main developments here will be focused more so on wagons with only
minor improvements in rolling stock technology. A particular focus of new wagon technologies
will be based on digitalisation. The first step of these will be a reliable technology to allow
wagons to send data. This will most likely be available by 2022 and implemented with the
majority of freight wagons used for the major transport flows in Europe by 2030. With this in
place the topic of Big Data will also become relevant. This will especially be used as a
background to preventative maintenance.
Further advances are expected in areas such as locomotive and rolling stock weight where
reductions will see a whole host of benefits such as energy savings, lower infrastructure
maintenance, lower infrastructure investment costs etc.
Additionally, the development of sensors and improvement of on-board signalling and safety
equipment will all work together to offer wagons and locomotives suitable for the year 2050.
Current projects within S2R that relate to improvements look at numerous areas of
development, normally as part of a bigger project. The PINTA project however uses
discoveries in the former Lighthouse project Roll2Rail to bring forward developments in light
weight vehicle design and the associated reductions in life cycle costs of both the rolling stock
and infrastructure. Additionally, PINTA focuses on improvements that are possible in adhesion,
especially under braking. Advances here will allow for increases in infrastructure capacity due
to the fact that braking distances will be decreased allowing trains to run closer to each other.
Put in conjunction with ETCS and newly developed signalling systems these advances will be
of great benefit to IMs by increasing the throughput of the lines.
A further project that is using advances in previous projects is DYNAFREIGHT. Using the
advances made in the MARATHON project they are able to build on the results and data from
these to give benefits in a number of different areas such as new design freight bogies that
reduce wheel and track wear, lower noise and lower the LCC.
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3.1.6

Operations/Running of longer trains/Infrastructure development

Operations planning is an ever changing and evolving area, both in terms of research and
practical deployment. Improving technology, software, and algorithms, mean that the systems
in place are always updating. There exists however numerous area where changes are
needed.
A large part of the difficulties regarding operations include operations within yards and the
processes involved here, operations on networks and the processes involved here, the
interfaces between yards and the surrounding networks, and interactions on main lines such
as at the entrance and exit to stations and involving level crossings.
A major issue is having switches and points that can react and change fast enough on receipt
of the proper command. Improving this response and reaction time will have the benefit of
increasing the line capacity and performance as trains will be able to approach switches at
higher speeds and the switches will not need such advance notice of the approaching trains.
It is good to see that these are ongoing concerns within the In2Track and S-CODE projects.
Development in these areas will go a long way to helping IMs increase the capacity that is
available to them and increase the efficiency of the infrastructure in general.
In addition to the above, the full use of the railway capacity is severely limited by the availability
of the infrastructure to handle longer trains. Through research and interviews carried out over
the course of NEAR2050, it is clear that a full-scale realisation of 740m train length throughout
Europe is a must to keep current freight volumes on rail. It is broadly believed that due to the
costs involved, this will be the limitation as infrastructure for 1500m trains will be the exception
rather than the rule in 2050. As part of this, and to drive this forward, new solutions for traincoupling and sharing outside traditional stations will need to be implemented. The SNCFproject “Marathon” has provided already ample information and offers a good starting point for
further development. It is the general consensus among the experts that “real” 1500m trains
will not be running in Europe even in 2050 due to lack of tracks and infrastructure capable of
handling trains of this length. However, 1500m trains may instead be a composition of two
740m train compositions and will only be capable of running on certain dedicated corridors.
The ground work for these is already set in place in the TEN-T core network corridors and
RailNetEurope’s (RNE) Rail Freight Corridors (RFC).
Technically, joining two 740m trains is already possible. Each unit will have one (or two)
traction units which communicate electronically with each other and with the wagons. The
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move of technology from track to train and ETCS implementation will also aid this target by
removing some additional hurdles for this to be implemented.
Longer trains offer further advantages and are more relevant than higher axle loads, as longer
trains allow the same level of benefits for the sector to be achieved but with much lower
investments. From this point of view, it is possible to say that an improvement in loading
gauges and the infrastructure changes that would require would give a better cost-benefitratios than an increase of axle loads.
DYNAFREIGHT has already a good basis to developing the concept of longer trains further
and is using the MARATHON project as a basis. Through the DYNAFREIGHT and FFL4E
projects the advances in MARATHON will be combined with advances in locomotive designs
to further enhance the possibilities of longer trains operating on the European rail system. The
timeframe for this is still unclear as these advances will have to be carried out in parallel with
physical changes.

3.1.7

Energy Use

Improved energy efficiency or lower energy usage has numerous benefits including for the
environment, lowering energy costs, and lowering operational and lifetime-cycle-costs. With
regards to the rail system in Europe, big changes are foreseen.
While electric supply through catenary and third rails will stay at is today for main-line
locomotives and rail services, diesel services are to change. There is still some debate as to
how this will change as using cell technology to replace diesel will depend on the ability to
store energy from cells. With that said, the general view is that diesel locomotives will be
decreasing from about 2030 and by 2050 will most likely be obsolete. There is an ongoing
question as to whether batteries, hybrids, or hydrogen fuel cells will be the replacement
however this should be well known by 2030. In addition to this, by 2030 it is expected that
storage systems will have improved to the stage that efficient last-mile and single wagon
operations will be more than possible.
Carrying on the theme of last-mile and wagon load operations, it is most likely that the energy
storage systems will be based on sophisticated battery and dynamo technologies. These will
provide all the energy needed on a wagon by wagon basis and will further support features
such as cooling facilities, monitoring services such as for the condition of the load and the
location whether through satellite positioning or some other service. It is expected that this
technology will be available as prototype systems by 2022, be ready for commercial
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implementation by 2030, and be fully implemented by 2050. The speed of the implementation
will be greatly influenced by the general move of intelligent systems from being infrastructure
based to rolling stock based. This therefore depends on the speed of development of a number
of different areas.
In the current S2R projects, FINE 1 is the only one is dealing completely with battery
technology and energy efficiency. This is surprising given the importance of this area to the
rail sector. With all that said, there is a lot of advancements to be expected and a lot of research
that needs to be carried out to make this possible. It is true to say also that much research in
the areas of battery or energy storage technology is being made in industries outside the rail
sector. This will prove to be beneficial to the rail sector as developments in other sectors often
progresses at a faster rate, therefore when the time comes these already developed systems
may only have to be adapted to fit the rail sector.

3.1.8

Asset Management

Asset management is a current hot-topic in the rail sector. RUs, IM, wagon and rolling stock
lessors all want to have better and more complete knowledge as to the what the current
situation with their rolling stock is, and perhaps even more importantly, derive how the reserve
of rolling stock can be reduced so that overall costs are saved. The stakeholders want to know
what the current kilometres on the rolling stock is (or individual parts), when a piece of stock is
due to be maintained again, when is a piece of stock due to be decommissioned, and where
are the rolling stock is located. Closely associated to this is where will the maintenance be
carried out? The regular daily maintenance and inspections can be carried out almost
anywhere, however the larger overhauls require specialist equipment and as such can only be
carried out at certain locations. This is also closely linked to the maintenance agreements that
are in place, where the rolling stock reserves are kept, when in the year the peaks and troughs
for demand are, and as a result, when the best time to carry out maintenance is.
As such, developments in asset management need to take into account a wide range of topics
such as kilometre counting, maintenance recording, incident recording and location services.
These are areas that encompass many different areas.

The IMs see data management from a different point of view. From the IMs side the important
points relate to the current state of the infrastructure that is being used. This can cover areas
such as:
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•

•
•
•

the current operation of switches – where they are, how often are they used, are they
frozen, are they operating as expected, have they been damage, when are they due to
be maintained, when are they due to be replaced, and are these scheduled
maintenance/replacements or emergency cases
the current state of bridges – has there been any vertical or horizontal movement,
bridge impacts etc,
the current state of embankments – has there been any movement, are they subject to
weather conditions that are worse than expected, when are they due to be maintained
or repaired,
the current state of tracks – has there been any vertical or horizontal movement, has
there been any emergency braking, when is the next inspection due, when in the next
grinding/tamping etc due, when is the track section due to be replaced.

Data mining in particular is set to become a major topic as over time the methods for data
collection (sensors, satellites etc.) are rapidly improving but appropriate ways to incorporate
these into the rail sector still need to be developed. With the quantity of data that the rail sector
produces it is well suited to data mining solutions however careful consideration needs to be
given so that the correct data is collected and assessed at the right time.
The S2R project In2Smart is focused on the development of solutions for intelligent asset
management. This looks at the systems in place for measuring and monitoring of information,
data management and mining procedures, and decision-making strategies. It is clear that for
these tools to be developed correctly, close interrelationships will be needed between this
project and the developments in further projects. These should focus on the developments in
rolling stock design and infrastructure design to ensure that the correct sensors can be
included in the design of new rolling stock, that communication between rolling stock units and
the owners or between infrastructure and IMs uses the highest standard possible and is
capable or transferring the required information without loss of data. These topics will have to
be taken into account in the research and recommendations of the In2Smart project (and future
related projects), however based on the information available, this seems to be the case.

3.1.9

Communications

As was mentioned in Section 2.8, the rail sector has had good success regarding the rollout of
GMS-R, however this service is already reaching the end of its serviceable life, is being
surpassed by newer technologies, and will soon need to be replaced.
As was also mentioned in the previous sections, with the exception of some small examples,
the newer technologies have still not been rolled out or tested to any great degree. The way
forward and to develop the new communications technologies for the rail sector is to decide
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what the role of communications technology will be. GSM-R currently provides communication
between the train and the control centres. The question is if the future technologies be required
to take on many more rolls. In order to future proof the new communication technologies this
will have to be clarified with the potential new rolls clearly defined so that it will be possible to
carry this out with the new communication technology.
Secondary to this will be to investigate if some of the existing infrastructure can be reused.
Communication towers have been rolled out throughout Europe for the use of GSM-R, it would
be useful if the capabilities of the new technologies can be used in these in some way.
The ongoing S2R project MISTRAL is focusing on the development of these new technologies.
The purpose of this project is clear – to elaborate the technical specifications of the future
communication systems for the railways. This project will look at the issues the technical issues
of the new systems along with the business case of these and the lifetime cycle costs of these
new technologies.
At this stage and with the turn-off of the GSM networks rapidly approaching this project is fully
relevant as a replacement system needs to be fully researched, tested and ready for roll-out
before the GSM-R networks reaches the end of its life.
Once again, close developments will be needed with other S2R projects to ensure correct
development, for example rolling stock design that focuses on integrating the correct
communications technologies to ensure that communication standards can be upgraded as
necessary or that they are kept secure against outside influence.
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4 Development and deployment of S2R’s Technical Demonstrators
The purpose of S2R’s Technical Demonstrators (TD) is to focus on the development or
adoption of innovative technologies and models within the rail subsystems identified in the
Innovation Programmes (IP). Directly feeding into these is the projects that are currently being
carried out under the various work programmes. The success of the TDs is therefore closely
linked to the results of the individual projects that make up that TD. From an assessment of
the ongoing projects based on information that is publicly available14, it is clear that some TDs
are more represented than others such as TD5.6 (Autonomous train operation) and TD2.3
(Moving Block). It is also clear that some TDs are underrepresented.
Table 3: Relationship between S2R projects, IPs and TDs

Project Abbreviation

14

Innovation Programme

Associated TD

In2Rail

-

-

IT2Rail

-

-

Connecta

IP1

TD1.2

PINTA

IP1

TD1.1, TD1.4, TD1.5

Safe4Rail

IP1

TD1.1, TD1.5

X2Rail-1

IP2

TD2.2, TD2.3, TD2.6,

VITE

IP2

TD2.1, TD2.3,

CYRail

IP2

TD2.11

MISTRAL

IP2

TD2.1, TD2.10

In2Track

IP3

TD3.1, TD3.2, TD3.3, TD3.4,
TD3.5, TD3.8

Shift2Rail and CORDIS websites.
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Project Abbreviation

Innovation Programme

Associated TD

In2Smart

IP3

TD3.5, TD3.6, TD3.8

S-Code

IP3

TD3.1, TD3.2, TD3.3

ATTRACkTIVE

IP4

TD4.4, TD4.5

Co-Active

IP4

TD4.3

ST4RT

IP4

TD4.1, TD4.2, TD4.3, TD4.5

FFL4E

IP5

TD5.1, TD5.5, TD5.6

FR8Rail

IP5

TD5.1, TD5.3, TD5.6

ARCC

IP5

TD5.2, TD5.4, TD5.6

SMART

IP5

TD5.6

INNOWAG

IP5

TD5.3

DYNAFREIGHT

IP5

TD5.1, TD5.6

FINE 1

CCA

WA1, WA5

DESTINATE

CCA

WA1, WA3

OPEUS

CCA

WA5

Mat4Rail

IP1

TD1.3, TD1.7

X2Rail-2

IP2

TD2.9, TD2.3, TD2.4,

ASTRail

IP2

TD2.3, TD2.9

EATHLON

IP2

TD2.1, TD2.10

Cohesive

IP4

TD4.7
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Project Abbreviation

Innovation Programme

Associated TD

My-Trac

IP4

TD4.2, TD4.3,

CONNECTIVE

IP4

TD4.1 TD4.6

Figure 8: Coverage of Technical Demonstrators by Shift2Rail Projects

The number of projects being carried out under a particular TD does not imply that these TDs
will be completed at an early stage, nor should it be taken as being representative as to the
importance that S2R places on projects. It is however the case that many TDs will require
substantial work in order to bring advancements to these fields. Such an example can be seen
TD4.4 (Trip Trackers) which are already relatively well established in comparison to TD2.10
(Smart radio-connected all-in-all wayside objects) which requires quite a bit more research
work.
There is a question as to which running orders have been placed on the TDs and therefore
projects that have been put in place. It is true to say that certain TDs will have a quicker
completion rate if work carried out in other TDs is already finished e.g. the completion of
research and projects relating to moving block (TD2.3) so that projects relating to railway
network increases (TD2.1) can take full advantage of these result.
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The TDs cover some 48 topics focusing on various sub-sections of the rail industry. A single
TD will most likely not be able to be rolled out individually, regardless of how successful the
individual projects might be. This again returns to the fact that elements of the rail system are
heavily interrelated. Examples here are the interlinkages between the TDs found under IP2
and IP3 or between IP1 and IP5.

Table 4: IP2 – Links & Synergies between TDs and with other IPs and projects15

IP2

IP1

IP3

15

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

TD2.11

x

x
x

x

TD2.10

x

TD2.9

x

TD2.8

x

TD2.7

TD2.5

x

TD2.6

TD2.4

Railway network increase (ATO up to
TD2.2 GoA4 - UTO)
TD2.3 Moving Block
Fail-Safe Train Positioning (including
TD2.4 satellite technologies)
TD2.5 On-board Train Integrity
Zero on-site testing (control command
TD2.6 in lab demonstrators)
Formal methods and standardisation for
TD2.7 smart signalling systems
TD2.8 Virtually-Coupled Train sets (VCTS)
TD2.9 Traffic management evolution
Smart radio-connected all-in-all wayside
TD2.10 objects
TD2.11 Cyber Security
Train Control and Monitoring System
TD1.2 Demonstrator
Next generation switch & crossing
TD3.2 system demonstrator
Dynamic railway information
TD3.6 management System (DRIMS)
Intelligent asset management strategies
TD3.8 demonstrator (IAMS)

TD2.3

TD2.1

Adaptable communications for all
railways (Quality of services, interfaces
to signalling)

TD2.2

TD2.1

S2R IP2

x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

Source: S2R MAAP
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IP4
IP5
CCA

TD5.2

Access and operation
Smart Mobility

x

x
x
x

Before these technologies are deployed they will have many more steps to go through such
as in the Integrated Technology Demonstrators and System Platform Demonstrators. It is in
these stages that shortcomings in the individual TDs will be highlighted.
Regardless of this, as discussed in Chapter three, it is clear that the topics under development
are current and match the actual topics that are being discussed within the industry. The rollout of these innovations will no doubt be faced with opposition whether due to cost reasons or
due to a lack of understanding, however this opposition can be limited.
In terms of passenger transport the rail sector needs to do more to promote itself, and in
particular the changes that it is making. The public will accept any changes that will improve
the service to them, however they will only notice the differences that have a tangible impact
on their daily lives e.g. more comfortable trains, better onboard services, more reliable and
punctual services, and easier ticketing. With that said improvements in areas such as train
modularity, proactive bridge and tunnel assessments, smart power supply demonstrators will
in general be lost or absolutely unnoticed. It is imperative that the importance of all of the
advancements from Shift2Rail are made obvious to the general public in a way that they can
understand. At the end of the day, most railways, in particular infrastructure and public service
operators are financed by the tax payer and they will want to see a return on their investments.
For the freight sector it is a little different. Most of the operators will be aware of the
improvements that can come from these projects and how they will affect their services, such
as moving block offering better capacity, new coupling systems offering faster turnaround
times etc. Here still, the freight stakeholders need to be involved with the advancements and
kept informed as to how these will affect their day to day operations and importantly, how these
advancements will reduce their operating costs.
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5 Conclusions and Recommendations
The rail industry has to some extent overcome inhibitors to innovation, including the
misalignment of risk and reward, to become dynamic and attractive to entrepreneurial talent.
The current projects underway as part of Shift2Rail cover a vast array of topics, technologies
and new developments. Many of the projects are still at the early stages of technical
developments (TRL3-4) so cost estimates and cost assessments are difficult. However when
brought together these research topics have the potential to vastly reduce operation costs
through less staff and overheads and better operations planning, reduce energy costs through
more efficient driving, improve throughput through better planning and improved capacity
usage, reduce manufacturing costs through the use of new materials and the requirement of
less materials or less expensive materials, reduce maintenance costs through having a better
overview of the current status of the rolling stock, and reduce the required infrastructure
maintenance due to lighter locomotives and use of less line side equipment.
What seems to be under less consideration in the current batch of projects is the topic of yard
operations and operations within rail terminals. Lacking here in particular is the development
of new technologies that improves and speeds up the loading and unloading of wagons. While
this might fall more under the remit of the terminals themselves it is important that the rail
sector brings the terminals along with their new developments so that future advancements
are mutually beneficial and that the transportation industry as a whole grows.
For the development of future regulations and the ongoing maintenance TSI’s it is
recommended that S2R together with the ERA approach the various consortiums with a view
to getting their opinions on the current state of the TSIs with which they had to work. It is quite
rare when so many regulations and specifications are being tested at the same time and now
there is an opportunity to obtain some feedback.
Of particular interest here is their opinion as to whether the current TSIs restrict development
of new ideas or whether there is enough flexibility within them that allows new ideas to be
investigated and new technologies to be brought to the fore. This is vital to ensure that new
developments of important technology come to the rail sector and that the rail sector is not
skipped over as has been the case in the past.
S2R has an interesting position where in the open calls there are companies who have had
little input or experience with the rail sector. It would be interesting again for S2R and the ERA
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to see how transferrable the TSIs are to companies that are new to the rail sector. Input from
this can provide ideas as to how the TSIs can be made more accessible to research institutes
and companies that are normally outside the rail sector.
An interesting question regards how development throughout Europe should proceed. From
the various interviews carried out, the general consensus was that each country should
advance as they see fit, while working closely with other countries that are at a similar level of
advancement.
That will result in the less developed countries having an already prepared best practice guide
as to how to further implement the developed technologies. Additionally, there will be many
lessons that have been learned that can be taken into consideration.
To take the approach of bringing all countries to the same level is not the correct way to
approach this (if it was even enforceable). While the more developed countries will have
experience to share this will continue to be shared regardless and there is a risk that
development would stagnate amongst the developed countries that have to date been pushing
the new developments.
Another outcome that has become clear over the course of NEAR2050 is that if these changes
are to be in effect by 2050, all this development work has to start now and the rate of
development needs to be increased.
As mentioned previously in the report, there are many instances where experience from other
industries can be utilised and adapted for use in the rail sector. Luckily in this current batch of
projects this is already occurring with both the aviation and road industry providing input for
the future development of technologies.
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